Quarterly 1970, 2755; see also Roberts 1970, 39) . And the few times that presidents were credited with impact, it was thought to be negative. Reagan's efforts in 1986 provide one dramatic example. Despite relatively high popularity levels and a vigorous schedule, only 5 of the 18 Republican senatorial candidates for whom Reagan campaigned won (Broder 1986 , A-19). Thus, despite strong efforts and even when the party does well, the impact of a president's campaign effort is thought to be trivial or negative.
A number of conceptual and theoretical problems plague the conventional wisdom. If presidential campaigning is so fruitless, why do presidents campaign so often? Of the 199 contested midterm elections from 1966 to 1986, presidents campaigned in 90 (45.2%). The conventional wisdom's assumption that midterm contests are referenda on the president shifts responsibility for losing from the candidate to the president. Blaming these losses on the president harms his reputation, one of Neustadt's (1960) pillars of presidential power. Under such adverse and damaging conditions, why would presidents campaign? The conventional wisdom has a difficult time accounting for presidential motivations and behavior.
Moreover, the conventional wisdom focuses too exclusively on the win-loss ratio of Senate candidates for whom the president campaigns, which makes presidential effort look dismal. For instance, across all midterm Senate contests from 1966 through 1986, candidates for whom the president campaigned lost 65.6% of the time. However, in three out of six of these midterm contests presidentially supported candidates fared better than those for whom the president did not campaign (see Table 1 ). Rather than focus on a crude win-loss rate, as the conventional wisdom does, it makes more sense to ask whether presidential campaigning added to, or subtracted from, the candidate's vote total and whether that increment was large enough to affect the election's outcome. On these crucial issues, the conventional wisdom is silent. Thus, the conventional wisdom is deficient on a number of counts. It fails to explain presidential motivations to campaign, and it is based on a very crude assessment of the impact of campaigning.
First, we consider the presidential decision to campaign. We find that presidents campaign for candidates for whom they think campaigning can make a difference; they do not campaign for those who look like sure winners or losers. Second, we find that after holding constant other in-166 fluences on the vote, presidential campaigning has a statistically significant and positive impact on the vote. Further, this effect is large enough to turn election tides in relatively close contests.
The Rationality of Presidential Campaigning

Assumptions and Motivations
Why do presidents campaign in some races, but not in others? We begin with two assumptions about presidential campaign appearances. First, we conceive of a president's time (and thus campaign appearances) as a scarce resource. Presidents, therefore, develop an appearance allocation strategy that maximizes presidentially preferred outcomes. Second, presidents are primarily interested in programmatic success in Congress. They desire a supportive Congress, which usually means increasing their party's control of legislative seats. Presidents are thus more likely to campaign where they will safeguard a threatened seat or help wrest a seat from the opposition. Further, they will avoid campaigning if it will damage the electoral prospects of copartisans. In other words, presidential campaigning is a problem of political action, where presidents are concerned with the marginal expected utility of their action. Rational presidents will campaign for a supporter only when the expected marginal benefits from electing that supporter are greater than the costs of campaigning for him.
To derive a benefit from campaigning, a presidential campaign appearance must have some impact. Under what conditions will it have an impact? Impact depends upon the number of voters that the president can sway and whether that number is sufficient to determine who wins. A president must thus make some estimates of the votes each candidate in an election will receive and determine whether a campaign appearance is necessary for his copartisan to win. If his copartisan appears a likely and easy winner, the president need not intervene. If the copartisan does not possess such an advantage, the president must estimate whether a campaign appearance can help sway enough voters to the copartisan's side, resulting in the copartisan's victory. If the president cannot sway enough voters, the president will not campaign.
A president may sway more votes the more popular he is in the state; and the combination of popularity and competitiveness determines if he can sway enough voters to affect the election outcome. However, if the president is not popular, he may damage the candidate's prospects (a possible cost of campaigning). Further, when a seat is safely in opposition hands, he may not be able to sway enough voters to affect the final outcome.
Similarly, presidents with lower levels of programmatic success in Congress may derive a larger benefit from increasing their party's control of seats. If a president's party is hegemonic and/or support of his program is usually guaranteed, the loss of a program supporter may not make much difference. Only when seat losses might undermine the passage of his program will campaigning be beneficial. Hence, presidents who have smaller and! or less stable congressional support coalitions, as witnessed by lower levels of floor success, will derive greater marginal benefits from campaigning.
Thus far, we have focused mostly on the benefits of campaigning. However, campaigning also entails costs. Some of these costs are constant across races; others are variable. For our purposes, the constant costs constrain the total number of appearances rather than determine appearance prioritization-and thus are relatively trivial.
Variable costs are more important to us because they help us understand how 167 presidents prioritize the races that they will consider entering. Some of these are associated with failed campaign efforts and may include the loss of public prestige and image that accompany an association with a losing campaign, as well as the risk of increasing the legislative activism of the opponent against whom the president campaigned. Thus, presidential popularity in part determines the probability of an appearance, but it also influences the chance that the president must bear the cost of being associated with a losing candidate.
Other variable costs relate to possible effects on the strength of the opponent's campaign. If the president's campaign appearance improves the opponent's ability to secure financing or increases his popularity among constituent groups, the president may have done more harm than good. The probability of bearing such costs (while not directly related to the probability of winning the election) may be related to election outcomes, since they should also be a function of presidential popularity.
Model and Data
We operationalize these ideas as follows:
where CA is a dichotomous variable indicating whether the president campaigned or not, COMPET is whether the contest is competitive as opposed to safe) for either party,3 POPULARITY is the difference between the vote for the president and the number two candidate in the previous presidential election at the state level, and PFAILURE is the percentage of legislative losses in the last legislative session where the president took a position.4 The COM-PET and POPULARITY variables measure the probability that the president's campaign appearance will have an effect, while the failure variable measures the expected benefit. We expect positive signs between each variable and campaign appearances.
The 
Results
The data used to test the hypotheses include all contested Senate midterm elections from 1966 through 1986.5 Results of the probit analysis on the campaign/not campaign dichotomy are presented in Table 2 . All three independent variables are statistically significant, and their signs point in the direction predicted by the cost-benefit strategy outlined above.6 As expected, these estimates show that presidents are more likely to campaign in a state where the vote spread in the previous presidential election was wide, the Senate race is competitive, and the 168 The model also demonstrates some statistical power. By chance alone, presidents will campaign in 45.4% of all races. This chance prediction can serve as a baseline against which to measure the power of the model. Our three-variable model represents an improvement of 9.9 percentage points over the baseline with 64.5% correctly predicted, an increase of nearly 20% in predictive ability. Clearly, there is a rational calculation on the part of presidents in deciding when to campaign.
These results offer strong support for our argument: if presidents strategically decide when to campaign, it should follow that their efforts will pay off. If campaigning has negative or trivial impacts, as the conventional wisdom asserts, experience over time would lead presidents away from such interventions. The conventional wisdom cannot explain this rational component to presidential campaigning.
The Impact of Campaign Appearances
Our results thus far undermine the conventional wisdom. Unlike that wisdom, we find that presidents strategically campaign where their impact might make the most difference and when they are in the greatest need of congressional support. However, to overturn the conventional wisdom decisively, campaign appearances must also have an impact on the vote that in some cases is large enough to turn election tides.
General Estimation and Data Considerations
Clearly, presidential campaign appearances do not singularly determine the vote. To calibrate the impact of campaigning, we must control for other influences on the vote by estimating a baseline. The literature on midterm and Senate voting leads us to expect incumbency, senatorial candidate campaign efforts, and noncampaign presidential effects on the vote;7 these factors will constitute our baseline. Further, we must control for any effects peculiar to specific election years that may exist (e.g., Watergate in 1974). Four variables estimate the baseline: party identification, the presidential feeling thermometer, campaign spending, and opposition party incumbency status. As party identification is found to be among the most important determinants of the vote, even in midterm contests, we include it in the model. We rescaled the standard seven-point index so that high values (six) denote strong partisans of the president's party and low values (zero) strong partisans of the opposition party.
Public assessments of the president also may affect midterm voting (Kernell 1977 Missing from the equation is one important factor: candidate-voter issue proximities. The data do not exist prior to 1978; nor do they exist uniformly since then. Using them would thus seriously limit our data series. However, as we will demonstrate, our model remains strong.
Analysis and Results
We estimate the model using probit regression. Results are presented in Table  3 . The model correctly predicts 78% of the cases, a 23.7% improvement over the baseline (the vote split). Even with the limitations noted, the model is quite powerful.
The coefficients also behave reasonably. The constant (-2.36) indicates, as expected, that candidates of the president's party receive fewer votes than those from the opposition, which helps explain why the conventional wisdom exists. However, the dummy variables for years are statistically insignificant, indicating that no events or factors specific to any midterm had an impact on the vote decision.9 170 The rescaled party identification variable is very potent, with a striking t-ratio (almost 20); the feeling thermometer, similarly, is strong and has a positive influence on the vote. Also as expected, the presence of an opposition incumbent reduces the likelihood of a vote for a candidate of the president's party. Lastly, campaign spending demonstrates a strong impact on the vote decision.
Most crucial for our argument, presidential campaigning has a significant and positive effect on the vote choice. When presidents campaign, senatorial candidates of their party do better. To check for the generality of the results, we dropped each year one at a time and reestimated the equation. In each case results differed only trivially. No substantive interpretations were altered, and only slight changes in the magnitude of coefficients were seen. Hence, specific midterm contests do not determine the general findings reported here.
To better understand what the probit equation tells us about the effects of presidential campaigning, we compute the effects of campaigning under different conditions. Four scenarios, based upon the significant substantive variables in our estimated model, are used to describe variations in these conditions: opposition party incumbency status, each candidate's share of campaign expenditures, the distribution of party identification in the state, and presidential feeling thermometer ratings (popularity) for each partisan group.
First, consider the case where the president's copartisan looks like a sure loser. We define this situation as one where an opposition incumbent is running; the candidate spending rates are equal; and the distribution of party identifiers is 25% for the president's party, 55% for the opposition party, and 20% Independent. Further, we set the thermometer rating at 65 for Independents (the mean across the surveys), 90 for presidential party identifiers, and 40 for opposition identifiers. In a state with these characteristics the probit estimates predict that the Senate candidate of the president's party will receive 29% of the vote. Clearly, that candidate will lose. Further, a presidential intervention has little impact, raising the candidate's vote total to only 30% (Table 4) . Next consider the opposite, when the president's candidate looks quite strong. Such a situation might be one where there is no opposition incumbent running; the presidential copartisan can outspend his opponent by a three-to-two margin; and the distribution of party identifiers is 55 % for the president's party, 25% for the opposition party, and 20% Independent. Further, we keep the thermometer ratings at 65 for Independents, 90 for presidential party identifiers, and 40 for opposition identifiers. Under such conditions, 59% of the vote will go to the president's copartisan. If the president campaigns, the vote total increases to a hefty 63%. However, our model suggests that a president would intervene in neither type of race. In the first, the president's copartisan is too far behind to help and in the second he is too far ahead to need presidential assistance. While many races may resemble these conditions (with sbme modification of parameters), our model argues that presidents are most likely to campaign in closer races, when an intervention may tip the outcome into the president's party column.
Consider what may be a relatively typical closer race-what we will call our prototype close race. We define the prototypical close race as one with no opposition incumbent, when the presidential candidate can spend 50% of the twoparty total and the distribution of party identifiers is now 33% for the president's party, 33% for the opposition party, and 34% Independent. We again keep the thermometer ratings at 65 for Independents, 90 for presidential party identifiers, and 40 for opposition identifiers. Under such conditions, the probit estimates predict a vote split of 45% for the president's candidate and 55% for the opposition. If the president campaigns on 172 behalf of the candidate from his party, the copartisan's expected vote total rises to 49%. While the presidential copartisan might still lose, matters are perhaps too close to call; and as we shall see, minor changes in the prototypical case can easily lead to a copartisan victory.
For instance, hold all parameters at prototypical levels but boost presidential popularity to a level where we can say the president is highly popular, that is, set the thermometer ratings at 90 for copartisan identifiers (the standard level), 75 for Independents, and 50 for opposition identifiers (a boost of 10 points for the latter groups). Under these conditions the predicted vote for the president's candidate is 48%; with a presidential appearance it rises to 51%; which tips the balance in favor of the presidential copartisan.
Similarly, if we reset the candidate expenditure ratio such that the president's candidate spends 60% of the total but leave the other prototypical parameters at their earlier levels, the president's candidate will receive 48% of the vote. If the president campaigns, it increases to 52%; and again the president's candidate wins.
Experimentation with other definitions of close races shows that in quite a few instances, the presidential campaign appearance will convert a loss into a win. Generally, a president's visit increases the probability of voting for the president's candidate by three to four percentage points in these close races. And there are many midterm contests where that margin means the difference between winning and losing.
The Dynamics of Presidential Campaign Impacts
This analysis allows us to understand the direction and magnitude of the presidential campaign effect. We shall now address the question of the dynamics of the effect. Two reasonable possibilities present themselves: presidential campaigning either converts voters or mobilizes nonvoters. Testing the mobilization-versusconversion hypotheses requires estimating the impact of presidential campaigning on turnout levels. If turnout levels are higher when presidents campaign than when they do not, mobilization effects are evidenced. If no turnout differential is found, then some type of conversion process is probably operating.
To test these possibilities, we estimate an equation that includes many variables usually associated with turnout, as well as the presidential campaign variable. The baseline turnout model includes dummy variables for each year to pick up yearspecific properties; standard demographics (age, income, education); psychological involvement in the election (interest in the campaign, concern about the election's outcome); attitude toward the president (the feeling thermometer); strength of party identification; characteristics about the Senate contest (whether there is an incumbent; and lastly, presidential campaigning. States without Senate races are excluded from the analysis. We estimate the turnout model on the 1970-1986 pooled data series. Table 5 ance stimulate turnout? Three possible dynamics may be at work: direct stimulation of voters, increased resources flowing into campaign organizations, and greater effort on the part of campaign workers. First, the distinction between highstimulus and low-stimulus elections that Angus Campbell (1960) offered provides one possible answer. According to Campbell, congressional elections are lowstimulus elections, whereas presidential elections exemplify the classic highstimulus election. Turnout levels in presidential elections are about 14% higher than levels in congressional elections. 12 One explanation for our finding is that presidential campaigning for a senatorial candidate increases the level of campaign stimulation, leading to higher turnout. For instance, extensive media coverage and public discussion, which may continue for days, usually follow a presidential visit. However, we are not suggesting that a campaign trip transforms a traditionally low-stimulus election into a highstimulus one-rather, the campaign appearance leads to a medium-stimulus election, resulting in modest turnout increases.
While this argument suggests direct effects on voters, the second argument suggests that campaign appearances affect the campaign organization, which in turn affect voter turnout. Thus, presidential campaigning may have indirect effects on voters, as well. Presidential campaigning may affect two aspects of campaign organizations: financial resources and worker activity. (Donors may give more; activists may work harder.)
A key activity of presidents during these campaign jaunts is an appearance 174 Second, we suggest-based on the model of strategic behavior-that presidential campaigning will help candidates. We also find support for this proposition. The positive impact of presidential campaigning is seen clearly in a series of midterm elections, and sensitivity testing suggests that in many close races the president's intervention may mean the margin of victory. Last, we find that a presidential campaign appearance mobilizes voters, rather than converting them. In all, this soundly overturns the conventional wisdom, upsetting it on grounds of logic, theoretical development, and empirical support.
With so many midterm tides against the president's party, the fact that these campaign appearances have a positive impact attests strongly to the power of the presidency. If our strategic perspective were employed, public evaluations of the president's role in the midterm might change, and this change might affect relations with Congress during the final two years of the term. Resurrecting the president's reputation may thus lead to more congressional support when he might need it the most. Further, if Light's (1982) no-win presidency cycle is correct-that the president's resources to influence Congress decline over time but his ability to develop good public policy improvesour more realistic assessment of presidential reputation may have significant policy impacts and may result in better public policy. 3. We used the Congressional Quarterly preelection competitiveness assessments to measure COM-PET. If Congressional Quarterly assessed the race as safe, COMPET is coded zero; if either party's candidate is advantaged, COMPET is coded one; and if the race is a toss-up, COMPET is coded two. While the Congressional Quarterly assessments may be in error, they do present what keen observers perceive the race's competitive level to be. And, as they are taken prior to the election, we do not have to rely on actual election results to assess competitiveness. Further, they are most similar to assessments that presidents and candidates use in evaluating a race. Thus, while they might incorrectly predict election outcomes, they accurately reflect the information used in the decisions examined herein. Lastly, they can also be viewed as summaries of all relevant campaign-related conditions affecting competitiveness, such as candidate recruitment functions (Jacobson and Kernell 1981), spending levels (Jacobson 1978) , and candidate quality (Jacobson and Kernell 1981 6. We experimented with five other variables, but none were statistically significant. They were presidential popularity at the time of the election, change in presidential popularity from the beginning of the campaign period to the election, level of support for the administration, and whether or not the seat was an open race or not. Further, the support variable was also reconstructed into two variables, one for each party. Not unexpectedly, these variables tended not to have impact because they were correlated with those already in the equation. The popularity variables were related to the president's victory level, open status related to competitiveness, and the support/opposition variables related to presidential support in the state (spread).
Notes
Also, we might expect that first-term presidents are more likely to campaign than second-term presidents. However, across our series, only 1986 was a second-term midterm election. In the probit equation, we entered dummy variables for each year, singularly and together; but none had any impact.
7. See n. 1. 8. We use the feeling thermometer rather than Gallup-styled questions because the latter occur less often in the CPS/NES data series. However, the two variables are highly correlated.
9. We also present results of the 1970-86 pooling, which does not include the campaign expenditure variable. Results are essentially identical.
10. Race and sex were found insignificant and are excluded from this presentation. Their inclusion or exclusion hardly affects results.
11. If we drop the income variable (which contains much missing data), the presidential campaign effect doubles in magnitude but model performance declines. Nothing else in the model is affected very much except the education variable; as expected, education increases in impact when income is dropped from the estimation.
12. This calculation comes from the figures in Stanley and Niemi 1988, 66-67.
